1998 nissan quest knock sensor location

Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? It senses
engine knocking using a piezoelectric element. A knocking vibration from the cylinder block is
sensed as vibrational pressure. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get
the P Nissan code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the
Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if
the information above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P
Nissan code? Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance
Level: 1. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Asked by Wiki User. Have to
take off plenum, water bypass pipes. The knock sensor for most Nissan V6 engines is located
directly under the intake manifold. So to replace it, you have to remove the intake manifold.
Good Luck. If just the knock sensor need to be replaced. With mucho effort, that's how. The
sensor is behind the intake manifold, throttle body ect, all of which must be removed. Labor
alone will be hundred , knock sensor another or so. Good luck. The knock sensor on a Nissan
Quest is also located under intake manifold and yes alot of work but can be done in a day.
Never mind, I got my answer. It is behind the intake manifold on the left side of the engine. You
don't. You buy a new car. The knock sensor is located below the intake manifold. The knock
sensor on Nissan ZX non-turbo from thru is located below the lower intake manifold on the rear
of the engine block. To replace the knock sensor the upper and lower intake manifolds need to
be removed. It is always best to replace the knock sensor with a new one considering its major
dissasembly. You can find a Nissan Pathfinder knock sensor picture in most auto repair
manuals. Most Nissan dealerships repair centers will provide you with a picture of the sensor.
Pain to change. Take off plenum, intake manifold and there it is, on top of the block between the
heads. Th knock sensor on a Nissan Xterra 3. It is mounted under the engine intake. Disconnect
the wire from the sensor, use an open ended adjustable wrench to unscrew it. The 4. Ask
Question. Nissan Altima. Nissan Frontier. Nissan Quest. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Related Questions. Where is the knock sensor located in Nissan quest and how to
replace it? What gaskets are needed to replace the knock sensor on a Nissan Frontier? Where is
the knock sensor in a 97 Nissan Pathfinder and how can you replace it? What is the cost to
replace a knock sensor on a Nissan Altima? How do you replace the knock sensor in a Nissan
Quest? Where is the knock sensor on 98 Nissan Quest? Is there the same degree of difficulty in
replacing a knock sensor on a 96 Nissan maxima as in the 96 quest? Where is the knox sensor
located on a 95 Nissan maxima? Where is the knock sensor on a 99 Nissan Quest? How do you
replace the knock sensor on a Nissan maxima with a 3liter 6 cylinder? Where is located knock
sensor in a Nissan maxima? Where is a knock sensor located on a Nissan maxima? Where is
the knock sensor on a zx 2 2 non turbo? How do you replace the knock sensor in silverado?
Where can you find a picture of a knock sensor from a Nissan Pathfinder? How can you remove
knock censor on a Nissan pathfinder ? Where is the knock sensor located on a Nissan Quest?
Where is the knock sensor located on Nissan Altima 2. How do you replace a knock sensor on a
Chevy 6. Were is the knock sensor located on a Nissan Maxima Cali. Where is the knock sensor
located on a Nissan Xterra 3. How do you replace the knock sensor on a 98 Nissan altima? How
do you replace a Chevy Tahoe knock sensor? Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By
Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth.
How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat
the french in early battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect?
What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed
How do you replace the knock sensor on a Nissan Quest? Unanswered Questions What values
can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and
handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok
story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in
the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written

permission of Multiply. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed
above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged
components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do
you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair
labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When
is the code detected? The sensor is attached to the cylinder block, cylinder head or intake
manifold. A knocking vibration from the cylinder block is sensed as vibrational pressure. The
ECM uses this signal to retard the ignition timing and protect the engine from this damaging
pre-ignition. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Nissan code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Nissan code?
Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 1. Home
- About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: Alternator Bearing. Computer Control Relay. Crank Position Sensor. Distributor Cap.
Distributor Gasket. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor Rotor. Distributor Seal. EGR Vacuum
Modulator. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Exhaust Temperature Sensor. Generator Drive End
Bearing. Idle Air Control Valve Connector. Ignition Coil. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition
Distributor. Ignition Knock Detonation Sensor. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Knock
Sensor Connector. Knock Sensor Harness. Pickup Coil. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark
Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Throttle Position Sensor Connector.
Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve.
Voltage Regulator. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Beck
Arnley. DIY Solutions. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Knock Sensor.
Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brock Knock Sensor. API Knock
Sensor. MTC Knock Sensor. Product List Price:. Features: OEM quality direct fit application
Ground-isolated design with two-wire shielded harness helps protect the sensor signal from
electro-magnetic interference EMI Mounting hole is the same size as OE Maintains OE
specifications for frequency response. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Hitachi
Knock Sensor. Standard Motor Products Knock Sensor. Bosch Knock Sensor. Beck Arnley
Knock Sensor. Dorman Knock Sensor. Ramco Knock Sensor. NGK Knock Sensor. Features:
Reinforced and extra-strength components are used to reduce chance of part failure and
prevent corrosion and moisture penetration. Mounting threads match OE for easy, worry free
installation. Forecast Knock Sensor. Intermotor Knock Sensor. Image is not vehicle specific.
GPD Knock Sensor. Features: The knock sensor is located on the engine block, cylinder head
or intake manifold. Its function is to sense unusual vibrations caused by engine pre-ignition or
detonation. Walker Knock Sensor. Features: Walker Products sensors are engineered using
high quality components and materials to ensure proper fit and response. All sensors go
through an ongoing fit, form, and function process and meet or exceed OE specifications.
Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and function. Direct fit replacement.
Direct fit connectors. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Nissan Quest. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Vehicle
Nissan Quest. Catalog: P. Catalog: A. Vehicle Production Range Nissan Quest. Catalog: B.
Catalog: H. Catalog: C. By mhub91 , May 24, in How-To. Just finished replacing my knock
sensor due to a "code 34, Knock Sensor circuit". The KS had actually broken at the connector I
took a look at the sensor and it appeared to be a cheapo aftermarket and looked like it was
partially melted! I then decided to get crafty and cross reference the sensor to other Nissan
engines I came up with this info:. Ka24de knock sensor part number: P Cross references This is
a long list to go through, but to make it short It is extremely easy to remove, only requiring a
12MM wrench To remove the "new" sensor, be careful as the can break them It should be clean,
un-cracked and corrosion free. Check to see if there is any "cracked, peeling plastic. Clear
codes refer to link above and test drive. Re-check codes. Uber Deaf One 2 posts. Went through
this with my KA We've narrowed it down to either the ecu, or the actual wire going from the
knock sensor to the ECU. So, I've been reading that at the Nissan dealership back in the day
they would also replace the KS sub harness assy. They like to be brittle! I can almost guarantee
the ECU wouldn't malfunction and only cause code There would be additional, strange issues
going on. Have you replaced the knock sensor? If so, I've heard those are total junk. They can
also be damaged in shipping! If you haven't replaced the KS, do so. It's real easy. Have only had
a couple that ever needed the harness. People normally only replace them when they fail
emission testing for the code. But it does decrease power quite a bit with that code active I think
dual cams a re perfectly fine, honestly. We tried two brand new knock sensors and replaced the
knock sensor harness. Do you know for sure? There's no way a pretty much stock KA will make

that kind of power if it's pulling timing I do not know for sure, no. But reading in the FSM how
the sensor functions it would seem that it would retard timing to lower the chance of detonation,
although i could definitely be wrong I have been before. You can post now and register later. If
you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require
moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. By using this
site, you agree to our Terms of Use. Search In. Followers 1. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Recommended Posts. Posted May 24, I took a look at the KS and low-and-behold Link to post.
Replies 14 Created 6 yr Last Reply 6 yr. Top Posters In This Topic 6 3 2 2. How is it free?
Pocketing it stealing it at a salvage yard? I'll leave that to you're discretion. My sharing of info is
free. I don't condone stealing. Posted May 25, Uber Deaf One Posted May 25, Posted May 26,
Uber Deaf One Posted June 8, Posted June 8, Posted June 9, Some work by advancing timing.
Posted June 17, Posted August 17, Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Important Information By using this site,
you agree to our Terms of Use. I accept. We recommend Torque Pro. The knock sensor KS is
mounted in the engine and is used to detect spark knock. When there is spark knock or pinging,
the sensor produces a voltage signal that is sent to PCM. The PCM will then retard ignition
timing to protect the engine. In other words, a knock sensor does not receive a reference
voltage from the PCM â€” it creates its own. There are two basic types of knock sensors: the
style used in older vehicles and the resonant design used in modern vehicles. Cross section of
a typical knock sensor. Courtesy: azosensors. P stands for knock sensor circuit malfunction.
This means the PCM has detected a problem with the knock sensor or its circuit. Some vehicles
may be equipped with two knock sensors. Code P pertains to the sensor on bank 1 the side of
the engine where the 1 cylinder is located. In some cases, however, an illuminated check engine
light will be the only symptom. The following steps will help you troubleshoot a P code:. Many
problems can easily be found in the harness and connectors. So, begin your diagnosis by
visually inspecting the sensor and its connection. Note that this test will only work on old style
knock sensors. Connect a timing light to the vehicle and start the engine. Allow the engine to
warm up and aim the timing light toward the timing marks on the harmonic balancer. Locate the
knock sensor and tap on an engine location near the sensor do not directly strike the sensor. If
the sensor is working correctly, you should see the timing begin to retard. If not, you have a
problem with the sensor or its circuit. Hint: this test can also be performed by monitoring the
ignition timing on a scan tool, instead of using a timing light. To test an old-style knock sensor,
connect a digital multimeter set to AC voltage between the knock sensor output signal wire and
a good ground. Then once again, tap on an engine location near the sensor. You should see an
AC voltage reading on your digital multimeter. If not, the sensor is bad and should be replaced.
An old-style knock sensor. Courtesy: autobarn. Testing an old-style knock sensor. Courtesy:
youtube. Crank the engine, put the vehicle in gear and keep your foot on the brake. Accelerate a
little; as the vehicle is starved for fuel it will begin to ping and you should see an AC voltage
output. If not, the knock sensor is bad and should be replaced. A resonant style knock sensor.
Courtesy: msextra. Using a digital multimeter set to the ohms, connect one side of the meter to
the harness side of the knock sensor connector and the other to the knock sensor input pin on
the PCM. This tests for continuity between the sensor and PCM. If your meter reads OL, there is
an open somewhere in the circuit that must be repaired. If not, the PCM is likely the problem and
should be replaced. Typical old-style knock sensor circuit. Courtesy: alldata. While old-style
knock sensors ground through the sensor itself, resonant style sensors typically have a
separate ground circuit. Next, connect the red multimeter lead to the battery positive terminal
and the black lead to ground. You should see a reading of about 12 volts indicating a good
ground. Typical resonant knock sensor circuit. Courtest: alldata. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Can knock sensor malfunction
cause gear shift problems? My kluger sometimes fails to shift to gear 4 when the engine check
light turns on. I looked online and the Kluger appears to be the same thing as the Toyota
Highlander here in the states. My guess is that what you are experiencing is the vehicle going
into fail-safe mode. In the case of your vehicle, the ECM will delay the ignition timing to
maximum retardation. You may interpret this as problem with the transmission shifting. Hope
this helps. Hello everyone! Can you help me and how to test knock sensor a good or bad. The
knock sensor contains a piezoelectric element which generates a voltage when it becomes
deformed. This happens when the cylinder block vibrates due to knocking. If engine knocking
occurs,
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ignition timing will be suppressed to prevent it. To do this, remove the connector from the PCM
and knock sensor. Use a digital multimeter set to ohms and touch one lead to the knock sensor
signal wire to the PCM and the other to knock sensor pin at the PCM. If the meter reads out of
limits OL , there is an open circuit. This appears to be a single wire sensor, which grounds
through the body. I got Honda CRV model. Hey there. Check that the knock sensor connector is
fully seated. I need an assistance, my Camry model is showing error message p on OBD2
scanner and also other codes p, p,p Just to know if they are related and what to do. Thank you.
Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline Feedbacks. Hi, I looked online and
the Kluger appears to be the same thing as the Toyota Highlander here in the states. Min thar.
Honda CRV Is there a serious problem? Hello I need an assistance, my Camry model is showing
error message p on OBD2 scanner and also other codes p, p,p

